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TWO CHINESE MINERS HOLD 52% OF BTC
HASHRATE, DECENTRALIZATION IN QUESTION
by Cole Petersen, writing for Bitcoinist
New data reveals that two main mining pools based in China control the
majority of Bitcoin hash rate. This has sparked questions as to just how
decentralized the cryptocurrency’s network is in its current state. The news
comes shortly after reports revealed that the vast majority of Bitcoin hash
power resides within China.

WELCOME
MINER REVENUES CRASH, BUT THIS HAS
ALWAYS MARKED BTC PRICE BOTTOMS
by Joseph Young, writing for Cointelegraph
The drop-off in Bitcoin mining revenue to 2019 levels show a macro bottom for
BTC is near as the impact of the halving is starting to be felt. The last time the daily
revenue of BTC miners hovered at around $7 million was on March 13, 2020.

ARGENTINA'S
SOCCER
FEDERATION
LAUNCHES
CRYPTO FOR
ESPORTS LEAGUE
by Jose Antonio Lanz,
writing for Decrypt

Argentina's football
federation is launching a
native cryptocurrency.

AS HALVING DUST SETTLES, NETWORK
AWAKENS TO COSTLY NEW REALITY

The token will be used
to support interactions
on the federation's esports platform, though
no details are currently
available. The league

by Stephen O'Neal, writing for Cointelegraph
A substantial number of miners have unplugged their equipment due to the halved
reward. Consequently, transaction fees are now considerably higher, the hash rate has
shed around 25%–40%, and new blocks are generated at remarkably low speed.

plans to use funds raised
from the sale of the
token to finance certain
operations.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
Despite the specter of
inflation from money
printing, the dollar has

BITCOIN MINING DIFFICULTY DROPS
MORE THAN ESTIMATED
by Linas Kmieliauskas, writing for Cryptonews

gained strength. Here’s
why that’s a problem –

On Wednesday morning BTC mining difficulty dropped by 6%, to 15.14 T, while a

for everyone. Listen to

week ago, some analysts estimated a c. 2% drop. In April, difficulty increased from

the episode of The

13.91 T to 14.72 T and then to 15.96 T. The last time this measure went down was

Breakdown by Coindesk,

on March 26, when it decreased by historic 16%, as more miners turned their

here.

machines off following the market crash on March 12.

50 BTC JUST MOVED FOR FIRST TIME SINCE
2009 – BUT IT DOESN’T LOOK LIKE SATOSHI
by Zack Voell for Coindesk
The bitcoin market sold off more than 7% Wednesday, according to Bitstamp
market data, after a Twitter bot alleged a recent bitcoin transaction came from a
wallet possibly belonging to Satoshi Nakamoto, the protocol’s creator. But almost
nothing supports the rumor the coins indeed belong to Nakamoto.

J.K. ROWLING
FINDS
EXPLANATIONS
OF BITCOIN FROM
CRYPTO TWITTER
TOO CONFUSING

WELCOME
MICROBT & BITMAIN'S LATEST MACHINES
ARE MOST PROFITABLE NOW AFTER HALVING
by Yogita Khatri, writing for The Block

by Siamak Masnavi,
writing for Crypto Globe

The latest models of mining machines from Chinese giants MicroBT and Bitmain

In perhaps the most

which can produce up to 112 TH/s, ranks number one with a daily profit of $8.53.

lightest story to emerge

are the most profitable now after the halving. MicroBT’s Whatsminer M30S++,
Meanwhile Bitmain’s Antminer S19 Pro, follows next with a daily profit of $8.49

from the crypto space
over the last week, Harry
Potter author J.K. Rowling
asked the internet to
explain Bitcoin. She was
not disappointed!

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

CRITICS SAY BITCOIN IDEAL BLOCK
SIZE HAS TWO FAILURE MODES
by Ifeanyi Egede, writing for Cryptopolitan
Two digital assets analysts and critics have given their two cents about the Bitcoin
ideal block size debate that is presently rocking the crypto world. The two have
stated that no matter what anyone says, they still think that middle ground is the
best, and if it is not achievable, Bitcoin might become centralized.

